
Bu�ercup Assembly + Installation Guide

Thanks for purchasing a Pollen Mobile Bu�ercup! This guide gives you an overview of how to assemble and
install the Bu�ercup. If you run into any issues, shoot a message to support@pollenmobile.io.

mailto:support@pollenmobile.io


What’s a Bu�ercup?
● (1) Baicell 436Q eNodeB
● (2)  90° Performance Antennas with mounting kits
● (1) Weather resistant powerbox that contains the Stem (AGW) and other components
● (1) 60” non-penetrating roof mount with hardware kit
● (1) Hardware kit

○ (2) Superstut 2” Pipe Clamps
○ (3) 3.5” 5/16” - 18 Carriage bolts (to replace the stock bolts from the roof mount that we find are

too short)
○ (1) Strain relief spacer
○ Threadlocker
○ (5) Small zip ties
○ (5) Medium zip ties
○ Pollen stickers

● (4) 1.5m long antenna cables
● (1) 40” x 40” underlayment mat for protecting the roof or surface area

You Will Need:
● ½”, 9/16” , ¾”, 10mm, 13mm Combination wrenches
● Wire snips
● Ratchet wrench with 3” extension
● 10mm, 13mm, 9/16”, and ½” sockets
● Screwdriver with 5mm hex bit (or 5mm Allen Wrench) and No.3 phillips bit
● Cinder blocks to weigh down the free standing roof mount
● Access to 120V outlet / power supply within 50 feet of the installation site.
● Access to hard-wired internet within 50 feet of the installation site. Cradlepoints and WiFi repeaters are

not recommended. Point-to-Point (PtP)  microwave dish antenna is acceptable.
● Ethernet cable (Cat5 minimum)
● 2 people
● 4 hours
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https://store.ui.com/collections/operator-airfiber/products/airfiber-60-lr


Choosing a Bu�ercup Configuration
Your Bu�ercup should be installed as high as possible (roofs are great) and on a flat surface. In addition to
height, the positioning of the antennas should be considered. The azimuth is the direction the antenna is
pointing relative to True North (measured in degrees). By altering the azimuth of the antennas, you can
optimize the coverage provided by your Bu�ercup.

In general, point the antennas toward the area which you are trying to cover. Things that can degrade your
signal:

- foliage such as trees or bushes
- nearby buildings
- mesh screens and other metals
- the ground (signal can reflect off the ground and cause self interference)
- other objects that can reflect the signal and cause interference

The Bu�ercup comes with two (2) 90° antennas. The angle between the two antennas should not be less than
90° for optimal performance as an overlap between the two antennas’ signal will cause interference or
degradation. The antennas can also be positioned 180° opposite each other. This configuration may be
desirable if covering a city block with one antenna pointing up and one antenna pointing down the street. If
covering an open space, the antennas may be positioned 100° apart from each other, pointing down to that
open space.
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Part I: Assembling Your Bu�ercup
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Step 0
Before you begin the assembly of the Bu�ercup, you should know where its final location will be. Bring all the supplies near
this location. Then lay down the underlayment mat.

Step 1
The base of the Bu�erup roof mount is made from six  identical pieces of slo�ed angle steel. A�ach the outer four pieces
by inserting the 5/16” - 18 x 0.75” carriage bolts from underneath and secure each with a washer, lock washer and nut. Keep
these finger-tight until completing the base assembly. Note: We recommend adding a small amount of threadlocker to the
threads of the bolt where the nut will sit when fully tightened. This applies to all bolts and screws in this assembly.
Threadlocker is included in your hardware kit.

Step 2
A�ach the inner two pieces by inserting the 5/16” - 18 x 0.75” carriage bolts from underneath and secure each with a
washer, lock washer and nut. Keep these finger-tight until completing the base assembly.
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Step 3
Put the pole in the center of the base, line up the bo�om of the pole with the two slots in the base and secure with the
5/16” -18 x 3.5” carriage bolt with  a flat washer, a lock washer, and a hex nut. Keep this finger-tight until completing the
base assembly.

Step 4
The roof mount includes four braces. The braces opposite each other share a 5/16” -18 x 3.5” carriage bolt, therefore the
braces should be installed in pairs. The bo�om of each brace is secured with a 5/16” - 18 x 0.75” carriage bolt. Keep these
finger-tight until completing the base assembly.
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Step 5
Repeat Step 4 with the remaining two braces on the two remaining sides. Secure with the bolts at the top to the pole and
on both sides of the base. (flat washer, lock washer, nut). Now return to all of the nuts and fully tighten, keeping the frame
as square as possible and the pipe as vertical as possible.

Step 6
Secure the C-clamps to the sector brackets using M8 x 25mm carriage bolts and M8 serrated lock nuts. Refer to the
instructions included with antennas for more information on assembling and installing the antennas.
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Step 7
Preassemble the V-clamps to the C-clamps with the M8 x 110mm carriage bolts and M8 serrated lock nuts. There are two
nuts per bolt. The first should be tightened all the way down against the inner face of the C-clamp, fixing the bolt to the
C-clamp.  On the slo�ed side of the V-clamp, be sure to install the sheet metal capture washer before the nut. Make sure
that the pipe of the roof stand can fit between the C-clamp and the V-clamp.

Step 8
A�ach the assembled sector brackets onto the LTE antenna using the four M8 studs found on the back of the antenna and
tightening the brackets down with M8 nuts. Note that the shorter bracket must be a�ached to the bo�om of the antenna
(the side with four ports) and the slot on the V-clamp must be oriented such that the open side is down.
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Step 9
Install the first antenna a few inches below the top of the pipe. On the top sector bracket, rotate the V-clamp
counterclockwise to free it from the M8x110mm carriage bolt. Place the C-clamp against the pipe and return the v-clamp to
its starting position. Then tighten the M8 serrated lock nuts to hold the antenna in place. Ensure that the sheet metal
capture nut prevents the V-clamp from rotation after tightening these nuts. Repeat this with the lower sector bracket.

Step 10
Repeat Step 9 with the second antenna, placing it above the first, near the top of the pipe. At this time, the orientation of
the antennas relative to each other and the absolute position (relative to North) should be set as it is easiest to set them at
this point.
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Step 11
Install the Nova436Q pole bracket to the pipe. Loosen the hex nuts and rotate the C-clamps so the bracket fits around the
diameter of the pipe. Then re-orient the C-clamps (Baicells calls these omega clamps) and tighten the hex nuts. Refer to
the baicells installation guide for more information.

Step 12
Install the eNB to the pole bracket by slo�ing the pins located on the  eNB into the holes on the pole bracket.
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Step 13
Secure the eNB to the pole bracket by tightening the M6 screw that is tethered to the eNB (shown in green). We
recommend using a 10mm ratcheting socket wrench rather than a phillips head screwdriver.

Step 14
Install the GPS antenna to the eNB using the provided M4 x 14 screws. The provided screws have a captured flat and lock
washer.
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Step 15
Locate the GPS antenna cable. It is packaged together with the eNodeB radio and will be much thinner than the other
cables. Remove the protective cover from the GPS antenna port. Connect the cable to the GPS antenna and to the eNodeB
port that is labeled “GPS” (the left most port when viewed from the front). Tighten with a ¾” open ended wrench 1/8th turn
past finger tight.
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Step 16
Insert the strut clamps into the strut on the back of the power box. To do so, insert the clamp at an angle and then rotate
to secure the clamp within the strut.
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Step 17
A�ach the powerbox to the pole in between the upper and lower LTE antenna brackets. Note that the cable passthrough on
the bo�om of the power box should be facing down. Ensure the lid on the front of the power box is screwed in place before
proceeding. If the lid is not in place the power box can warp while tightening the strut clamps, making it difficult to a�ach
the lid.  It is recommended that you rest the power box against the lower antenna bracket while tightening the screws until
they are snug but not fully tight. Raise the power box until it is centered between the top and bo�om antenna brackets
before fully tightening the screws.
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Part II: Wiring Your Bu�ercup
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Step 18
Remove the lid of the power box by removing the 4 screws in each corner. Loosen the screw securing the door on the
eNodeB radio. Next, loosen the screws on the cable clamp to create enough room for cables to be passed through.

Step 19
Inside the power box, cut the zip tie that secures the white power and blue ethernet cables for shipment. Route the blue
ethernet cable and white power cable through the cable passthrough. Connect the power cord to the port labeled DC48v
on the eNodeB radio. Next, connect the blue ethernet cable to the port labeled “Data ETH” on the eNodeB radio. Press the
cables into the metal spring clips. Close and secure the door on the eNodeB by tightening the screw.
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Step 20
Route the customer provided ethernet network cable through the cable passthrough on the power box and connect to the
port labeled “Network” on Stem.

Step 21
Route the customer provided extension cable through the cable passthrough and connect to the plug a�ached to the AC
Terminal Block. Electrocution Warning: Do not touch the contacts on the  AC terminal block.
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Step 22
Locate the 3D printed strain relief spacer. Install the spacer by snapping it around the interior lip of the rear cable clamp.
Note that the ethernet cables should rest against the 3D printed spacer and the extension cord should be the cable
closest to the front cable clamp. This is to ensure that the clamping pressure from the cable clamp does not crush the
ethernet cables. Next, tighten the two screws on the cable clamp until the cables are snug but not overly compressed.
Re-install the lid of the powerbox by securing the four screws in each corner.

Step 23
Locate the coaxial cables for the LTE antennas. Note that the eNodeB radio is designed with two channels and the LTE
antennas must be wired in the correct order. The primary antenna is located to the left of the eNodeB radio (when viewed
from the front of the radio). Connect the cables to ports “0” and “1” on the eNodeB and to ports “1” and “2” on the primary
LTE antenna. Because of the length of the cables, it is recommended to install them with a loop (as pictured) to keep them
neatly organized and off of the ground. Tighten using a ¾” open ended wrench about 1/8th turn past finger tight.
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Step 24
Connect the coaxial cables to ports labeled “2” and “3” on the eNodeB radio and to the ports labeled “1” and “2” on the
secondary LTE Antenna. Because of the length of the cables, it is recommended to install them with a loop (as pictured) to
keep them neatly organized and off of the floor. Tighten with a ¾” open ended wrench 1/8th turn past finger tight.
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Part III: Placing and Registering Your Bu�ercup
Step 25
Secure Bu�ercup by placing cinder blocks in each of the four corners of the roof mount base.

Step 26
Open a compass app on your smartphone and position the charging port of the phone against the primary LTE antenna
(channels 0+1 on the eNodeB), making sure the phone is aligned with the direction the antenna is pointing.

Take a screenshot of the azimuth reading for the primary LTE antenna. Repeat this measurement, taking a screenshot of
the azimuth reading for the secondary LTE antenna (channels 2+3 on the eNodeB). Remember to note which reading
corresponds to which antenna.
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Step 27
Next, use the map app on your phone to place a pin to grab the latitude and longitude of your Bu�ercup’s location. Record
all digits listed.

Step 28
Determine the height of your installation from the base of the Bu�ercup to the ground in feet. Depending on your location,
you can do this using a measuring tape, laser measurer, altimeter, or your knowledge of the site.

Step 29
Take a photo of your final Bu�ercup installation, capturing the entirety of the unit.

Step 30
Submit the Bu�ercup Registration Form with the recorded values, along with the screenshots and the installation photo.
Once submi�ed, a Pollen Mobile CPI will review your information for submission to the Spectrum Access System (SAS). If
there are any questions or issues, we will reach out and might require a FaceTime or video call.

After submission to the SAS, you can expect your Bu�ercup to be registered within 3-5 business days provided no issues
are presented. If the Pollen team has any questions they will reach out to you at the email address provided.

Note: If you wish to electrically ground the Bu�ercup assembly, we recommend that you consult an electrician to
determine the best method for doing so.
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https://airtable.com/shrNcGNrF1ira6OB5

